Abstract. Graph homomorphisms from the Z d lattice to Z are functions on Z d whose gradients equal one in absolute value. These functions are the height functions corresponding to proper 3-colorings of Z d and, in two dimensions, corresponding to the 6-vertex model (square ice). We consider the uniform model, obtained by sampling uniformly such a graph homomorphism subject to boundary conditions. Our main result is that the model delocalizes in two dimensions, having no translation-invariant Gibbs measures. Additional results are obtained in higher dimensions and include the fact that every Gibbs measure which is ergodic under even translations is extremal and that these Gibbs measures are stochastically ordered.
Introduction
In this paper we study homomorphism height functions on the Z d lattice: functions f : Z d → Z restricted to satisfy |f (u) − f (v)| = 1 when u is adjacent to v and taking even values on the even sublattice. Such functions have received special attention in the literature. In one dimension they are the possible trajectories of simple random walk. In two dimensions they are the height functions of the 6-vertex model (square ice), while in all dimensions they are in bijection with proper 3-colorings of the lattice by taking the modulo 3 operation (after fixing the value at one vertex). There is no single name associated to these height functions in the literature and they have at times been called random graph homomorphisms into Z [3] (or Z-homomorphisms [35] ), Z d -indexed random walk [26] , Body-Centered Solid-On-Solid (BCSOS) [42] or the height functions of the 6-vertex model [42] .
Our main concern is with the fluctuations exhibited by a homomorphism height function which is uniformly sampled in a domain with zero boundary conditions. The one-dimensional function is a random walk bridge, which fluctuates as the square-root of the length of the domain. In high dimensions the surface localizes, having bounded variance at each vertex, and this is conjectured to occur for all d ≥ 3 [26, 16, 17, 34] . The two-dimensional case is especially interesting, as integer-valued height functions in two dimensions generally undergo a roughening transition from a rough (delocalized) phase to a smooth (localized) phase as the parameters of the model are changed [46] .
The uniform model on homomorphism height functions has no parameters and hence its behavior is a priori unclear in two dimensions. However, noting that the model is a special case of the 6-vertex model (when the 6 weights are equal) suggests that it delocalizes, as it falls in the disordered regime of the predicted phase diagram [2] . Indeed, it is particularly natural to consider the F-model, a one-parameter subfamily of the 6-vertex model, indexed by c > 0, whose description in terms of height functions is the following: A homomorphism height function f in a domain (with boundary conditions) is sampled with probability proportional to c −N (f ) with N (f ) being the number of diagonally adjacent vertices u, v on which f (u) = f (v). The uniform model that we study here is then obtained for c = 1, whereas it is predicted that the height function of the F-model delocalizes for all c ≤ 2 and localizes when c > 2. While the full prediction has not been mathematically justified yet, it has recently been shown that it is correct for c ≥ 2 [10, 21] . Delocalization at c = 1 is further suggested by rapid mixing results which have been proved for the uniform proper 3-coloring model [32, 22] . In this work we prove that the two-dimensional uniform homomorphism height function delocalizes. Additional results are obtained in higher dimensions.
We note that the exact entropy constant for the two-dimensional uniform model has been found by Lieb [31] , and the result has been extended to the 6-vertex parameter space; see [11, 30] for related surveys. However, these results do not seem to suffice to describe the fluctuations of the height function.
It is worth mentioning that there are only a handful of results in the mathematical literature where an integer-valued height function has been shown to delocalize in two dimensions. The breakthrough work of Fröhlich-Spencer [15] established this fact for the high-temperature integer-valued Gaussian free field Figure 1 . the outermost level sets separating zeros and ones of a uniform homomorphism height function with zero boundary values (on every second vertex) on a 40×40 and 300×300 squares, sampled using coupling from the past [37] . Theorem 1.2 shows that the height at the center of the squares diverges as the square size increases.
and Solid-On-Solid models, en route to proving the existence of the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in the plane-rotator (XY) model (see also [29] ). The only other examples concern integrable models either in the sense that the free energy is exactly calculable (as done by Lieb [31] for the model studied here) or having an exactly predicted phase diagram, though, as mentioned above, these facts by themselves do not yield a description of the fluctuations. Here is a list of such examples known to us.
• The dimer model [27] and the uniform spanning tree (for certain domains in Z 2 [38, 39] , the honeycomb lattice [28] and for planar graphs with some natural restrictions [4] ).
• The F -model at the parameter c = 2 [10, 21] , and around the free fermion point c = √ 2 [9, 19] .
• The Lipschitz height function model on the triangular lattice (the loop O(2) model) at the parameter x = 1/ √ 2 [12] and x = 1 [20] .
As a final perspective on our results, we note that the set of homomorphism height functions form a dynamical system under translations by the even sublattice and has the structure of a countable-state shift of finite type. Our results imply that this dynamical system in two dimensions does not have a measure of maximal entropy. A characterisation of one-dimensional countable-state shifts of finite type (also known as topological Markov shifts) which have a measure of maximal entropy can be found in [40] ; however such a characterisation is not known in higher dimensions.
1.1. Notation.
We work throughout on the integer lattice
We give names to the two sublattices in Z d defined by the parity of the sum of coordinates, Figure 2 . Simulation of uniform homomorphism height functions with zero boundary conditions (on every second vertex) on a 100 × 100 square (left) and on the middle slice of a 100×100×100 cube. Sampled using coupling from the past [37] . Unlike the two-dimensional case, it is conjectured that homomorphism height functions in three and higher dimensions are localized. This is known in sufficiently high dimensions [17, 34] .
The external vertex boundary of a set Λ ⊂ Z d is denoted
and the 1-extension of the set is given by
Parity condition:
for u, v in the domain of f . Given (2), on connected domains condition (1) is equivalent to
The name homomorphism height function is motivated by the fact that a function satisfying (3) is a graph homomorphism from its domain to Z. One may check that a homomorphism height function on any domain may be extended to a homomorphism height function on the whole of Z d , see, e.g., [7, Kirszbraun property] or [33] .
The restriction of a function f to a subset Λ of its domain is denoted f Λ .
1.1.3. Finite-volume Gibbs measures. Given a non-empty, finite Λ ⊂ Z d and homomorphism height function τ : ∂ • Λ → Z, the probability measure µ Λ,τ , termed the Gibbs measure in Λ with boundary condition τ , is the uniform measure on homomorphism height functions f : Λ + → Z which satisfy that f ≡ τ on ∂ • Λ. We write µ Λ,0 to indicate that τ is the identically zero function.
1.1.4. Infinite-volume Gibbs measures. A probability measure µ on homomorphism height functions on Z d is a Gibbs measure if it satisfies the following condition: Sampling f from µ, for any non-empty, finite Λ ⊂ Z d the conditional distribution of the restriction f Λ + , conditioned on f Λ c , equals µ Λ,τ with τ := f ∂•Λ , almost surely. One checks easily that if the condition in the definition holds for a set Λ then it holds with Λ replaced by a subset of it. Hence the definition will be unaltered if we require both Λ and Λ c to be connected subsets. A sequence of finite-volume Gibbs measures µ Λn,τn , with Λ n increasing to Z d , is said to converge in distribution (i.e., in the thermodynamic limit) if their marginal distribution on any finite subset of Z d (defined for large n) converges in distribution. It is standard that the limiting measure is then a Gibbs measure.
A sublattice L of Z d is the set of linear combinations with integer coefficients of a collection of linearly independent (over the rationals) vectors v 1 , . . . , v k ∈ Z d . The sublattice has full rank if k = d. As we have defined homomorphism height functions to take even values on Z A Gibbs measure µ is called extremal if it satisfies that any event A in the tail-sigma-algebra has µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}. Here, the event A is in the tail-sigma-algebra if its occurrence for a homomorphism height function f may be determined solely from the restriction f Λ c , for any finite subset Λ. It is standard that an Ltranslation-invariant extremal Gibbs measure is also L-ergodic.
1.2.
Results. Our first result is a simple dichotomy holding in every dimension between delocalization and localization of homomorphism height functions with zero boundary conditions. Theorem 1.1. In each dimension d ≥ 1 exactly one of the following alternatives hold:
(ii) The sequence of finite-volume Gibbs measures (µ
even -translation-invariant Gibbs measure. The next theorem is the main result of this paper. We make several remarks regarding the theorems. 
and also to
Noting
= − f L , we see that the above conditions are also equivalent to having unbounded variance, sup L Var(f L (0)) = ∞. These ideas are explained in more detail in Section 7.
Delocalization also holds for one-dimensional homomorphism height functions in the sense that there are no Z even -translation-invariant Gibbs measures and alternative (i) of Theorem 1.1 holds when d = 1. This is straightforward to prove using the ergodic theorem and the properties of simple random walk bridge. We thus focus throughout on dimensions d ≥ 2. As mentioned, it is conjectured that alternative (ii) of Theorem 1.1 holds for all d ≥ 3 and this is known in sufficiently high dimensions [34, 17] .
In his Ph.D. thesis [41] , the third author considered a broad class of random surface models, allowing nearest-neighbor interactions with arbitrary convex potentials whose heights take values either in the reals or in the integers, and obtained general results, including a variational principle and large deviation results for these models and a detailed discussion of the set of gradient Gibbs measures of the model with reference to their roughness or smoothness properties. The results obtained there imply and are more general than the properties of Gibbs measures given in Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 3.1 below.
One major contribution of this paper, however, is that we provide new proofs of these results from [41] , which apply in less generality than those in [41] , but which are significantly more accessible and concise. Since we focus specifically on graph homomorphisms to Z, we are able to make many simplifications, allowing for a relatively short presentation. We hope these new proofs have value, both on their own merits and as a gateway to the more involved discussion in [41] . The main result of the current paper (Theorem 1.2) does not follow directly from [41] , as it requires an extra argument. This argument can be formulated in a simple way, and we expect it to be useful in other settings as well. 
Localization dichotomy
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1.
It is clear that if alternative (ii) of the theorem holds, i.e., the finite-volume Gibbs measures (µ Λ(L),0 ), L ≥ 1 odd, converge in distribution, then alternative (i) of the theorem does not hold, i.e., the sequence of random variables (f L (0)), L ≥ 1 odd, is tight.
Thus to prove Theorem 1.1 we need only show that (7) implies alternative (ii). We rely on the following positive association (FKG) property for the absolute value of random homomorphism height functions, which follows immediately from a result proven by Benjamini, Häggström and Mossel [3] . Positive association of the values themselves also holds (Lemma 4.1), and will be used later. 
In [3, Proposition 2.3] the result stated above has been proved for homomorphism height functions on general finite bipartite graphs, normalized to be 0 at a fixed vertex. Proposition 2.1 follows by identifying the vertices of ∂ • Λ to a single vertex.
Our use of the proposition is through the following consequence: If Λ 1 ⊂ Λ 2 are non-empty, finite subsets of
even then, when g 1 , g 2 are randomly sampled from µ Λ1,0 , µ Λ2,0 respectively, one has that
This is implied by Proposition 2.1 applied with f = g 2 , ϕ(f ) := 1 − 1 {f (v)=0 for all v ∈ ∂•Λ1} (with 1 A denoting the indicator function of A) and ψ which depends only on the restriction of f to Λ + 1 . We may now derive the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let (Λ n ) be a sequence of non-empty, finite subsets of Z d which increase to Z d and satisfy
Proof. Let g n be sampled from µ Λn,0 . Property (8) implies that the distributions of |g n | form a stochastically increasing sequence of measures. Convergence in distribution of |g n | will then follow by verifying that for each v ∈ Z d , the set of random variables g n (v) is tight (for n ≥ n 0 (v) with n 0 (v) the smallest value for which v ∈ Λ n0(v) ). This last property is in turn a consequence of the tightness assumption (7) and of (8)
even the distribution of |g n (v)| is stochastically bounded by the distribution of |g n (w)| + 1 for a neighbor w of v, by the definition of homomorphism height function.
We have shown that the random functions |g n | converge in distribution. Let us deduce the same for the g n themselves. This is done by exhibiting a coupling of the g n in which g n (v) converges almost surely for each v.
First, as the distributions of |g n | stochastically increase to a limit, there exists a coupling of the different |g n | so that |g n (v)| is non-decreasing for each v and converges almost surely. We assume that the |g n | are coupled in this way. Second, to extend this to a coupling of the g n , introduce a collection (ε v ) v∈Z d of uniform and independent signs ±1 and fix a natural-numbers ordering of Z d . Note that for each n the distribution of g n conditioned on |g n | has the following structure: In each connected component of the set {v : |g n (v)| > 0} the values of g n equal the values of |g n | times a random sign, with the signs being uniform and independent between different components. We couple the conditional distributions of g n given |g n | by deciding that the sign of each component equals ε v for the vertex v in the component which is lowest in the fixed order. As |g n | are non-decreasing, this choice ensures that for each v the sign of g n (v) will eventually stabilize as n increases, and thus that g n (v) converges almost surely as we wanted to show. Now assume the tightness condition (7). It follows that for any sequence of subsets (Λ n ) as in the lemma, the sequence of finite-volume Gibbs measures (µ Λn,0 ) converges in distribution. As is standard, the limiting measure µ is a Gibbs measure. To see that it is the same for all choices of (Λ n ) one may take two such sequences of subsets and interlace them (omitting elements as necessary to obtain an increasing sequence). This implies that µ is Z d even -translation-invariant, so that alternative (ii) of the theorem holds.
No translation-invariant Gibbs measures
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the following uniqueness statement for ergodic Gibbs measures, which is adapted from [41, Section 9] . The uniqueness statement is proved in the following sections, where Theorem 1.3 is further deduced. 
One checks in a straightforward way that the distribution of g is also a Z 2 even -ergodic Gibbs measure, which we denote by µ . Thus, by Theorem 3.1, there exists an integer k and a coupling of µ, µ such that, when sampling (f ,g) from this coupling, the equality (9) holds almost surely. Continuing, we observe that (10) implies that
Thus, the equality in distributioñ
also holds. However, by (9),f
This implies that 4k = 2, which contradicts the fact that k is an integer. The contradiction establishes Theorem 1.2.
Tools
In this section we detail some well-known tools which will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. All of the described results apply in general dimension d except the coexistence results of Section 4.5 which rely on planarity.
4.1.
Positive association for pointwise partial order. Since the maximum and minimum of two homomorphism height functions are still homomorphism height functions the following property is an immediate consequence of the standard FKG inequality [14] (see [3, Proposition 2.2]), with its second part derived from the reverse martingale convergence theorem. are non-decreasing (in the pointwise partial order on integer-valued functions) one has
Consequently, if µ is an extremal Gibbs measure and f is sampled from µ then (11) continues to hold for all measurable, non-decreasing ϕ, ψ : (Z)
4.2.
Gibbs measures for homomorphism pairs and infinite cluster swaps. A key idea in the proof is to perform operations on a pair of homomorphism height functions (f, g) (especially involving the difference f − g). This idea will be pursued here and in Section 4.3 below. Say that a measure ρ on the space (Z 2 ) Z d is a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs if, when (f, g) is sampled from ρ, then for any non-empty, finite Λ ⊂ Z d , the conditional distribution of (f, g) Λ + , conditioned on (f, g) Λ c , equals the product measure µ Λ,τ f ⊗ µ Λ,τg with τ f := f ∂•Λ and τ g := g ∂•Λ , almost surely (that is, ρ conforms to the product specification). We note two simple properties which will be used repeatedly:
• If µ 1 , µ 2 are Gibbs measures (for homomorphism height functions on Z d ) then the product measure µ 1 ⊗ µ 2 is a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs.
• If ρ is a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs and (f, g) is sampled from ρ, then each of the marginal distributions of f and of g are Gibbs measures (for homomorphism height functions on Z d ).
In the following lemma and later in the paper we shorthand expressions such as {v ∈ 
Define a new pair (f ,g) of homomorphism height functions on
Then the distribution of (f ,g) is a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs.
The idea of swapping (f, g) on connected components where f > g is called cluster swapping [41, Chapter 8] and is a main tool in the analysis there. Related ideas have been used by van den Berg [43] in developing disagreement percolation and were further advanced by van den Berg-Steif [45] and van den Berg-Maes [44] . A short review of similar techniques is in [8, Section 2].
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Fix a non-empty, finite Λ ⊂ Z d throughout the proof. Our goal is to show that conditioned on (f ,g) Λ c , the distribution of (f ,g) is uniform on the set of homomorphism pairs extending (f ,g) Λ c .
Let E := {v ∈ Λ c : v belongs to a finite connected component of ({f =g} \ Λ) which intersects ∂ • Λ}. (15) Note that E is necessarily finite, is measurable with respect to (f ,g) Λ c and that it remains unchanged if one replaces (f ,g) by (f, g) in its definition since {f =g} = {f = g}. We will prove that conditioned on (f ,g) Λ c and (f, g) (Λ∪E) c , the distribution of (f ,g) is uniform on the set of homomorphism pairs extending (f ,g) Λ c .
This implies (14) by averaging over (f, g) (Λ∪E) c . As a first step we prove that
where we write σ(X, Y, . . .) for the sigma algebra generated by X, Y, . . .. As it is clear that L ⊃ R, it suffices to prove that (f ,g) (Λ∪E) c is measurable with respect to R. Taking into account the definition (13), we need only show that C \ (Λ ∪ E) is measurable with respect to R.
Let v / ∈ Λ ∪ E and let D v be the connected component of ({f = g} \ Λ) containing v. The definition of E and the fact that v / ∈ Λ ∪ E imply that D v ⊂ (Λ ∪ E) c , as follows by considering separately the cases that D v is finite or infinite, and also that if D v is finite then it equals the connected component of v in {f = g}. Thus the information in (f, g) (Λ∪E) c suffices to determine if v ∈ C, implying (18) and thus also (17) .
As a second step we prove that the conditional distribution of (f, g) given R is uniform on its support.
Indeed, we may condition on the random variables generating R sequentially. For each E 0 ⊂ Z d with P(E = E 0 ) > 0 we may first condition on (f, g) (Λ∪E0) c and then, on the event that P(E = E 0 | (f, g) (Λ∪E0) c ) > 0 we may condition further on {E = E 0 } and on (f ,g) E0 . After the first conditioning the distribution of (f, g) is uniform on its support due to the fact that (f, g) is sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs, and thus this property remains true also after the subsequent conditioning.
To finish the proof of the lemma we proceed to show (16) , noting that we may replace the conditioning on L in this statement by a conditioning on R due to (17) . Denote by φ the map taking (f, g) to (f ,g) given by (13) . Condition on R and proceed with E, (f ,g) E and (f, g) (Λ∪E) c fixed. By (17) and (18), (f ,g) Λ c and C \ (Λ ∪ E) are also fixed. Due to the uniformity (19) we may deduce (16) by showing that φ is a bijection between the sets A and B with A := {(f 0 , g 0 ) homomorphism height functions :
(noting that the set E defined with (f 0 , g 0 ) replacing (f ,g) in (15) is the same for all (f 0 , g 0 ) ∈ A). Note that φ(A) ⊂ B as C \ (Λ ∪ E) is fixed. We prove that φ is bijective by constructing a mapping ψ : B → A such that φ • ψ and ψ • φ are the identity maps.
It is now not difficult to verify that ψ(B) ⊂ A, C(f 0 , g 0 ) =C(φ(f 0 , g 0 )) for (f 0 , g 0 ) ∈ A and C(ψ(f 0 ,g 0 )) = C(f 0 ,g 0 ) for (f 0 ,g 0 ) ∈ B. This implies that φ • ψ and ψ • φ are the identity mappings, as required.
Disagreement percolation.
In this section we consider the operation of swapping finite clusters of disagreement of a pair of homomorphism height functions. Write C fin for the (countable) collection of all finite, connected (non-empty) subsets of Z d .
Lemma 4.3. Let (f, g) be sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs. Let ε : C fin → {0, 1}. Define a new pair of homomorphism height functions (f ,g) as follows:
there is a finite connected component C of {f = g} containing v and
Then (f ,g) has the same distribution as (f, g).
Corollary 4.4. Let (f, g) be sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs. Let ε : C fin → {0, 1}. Define a new pair of homomorphism height functions (f ,ḡ) as follows:
there is a finite connected component C of {f = g} containing v, and ε C = 0, (g, g)(v) there is a finite connected component C of {f = g} containing v, and ε C = 1, (f, g)(v) otherwise.
(21)
Thenf has the same distribution as f andḡ has the same distribution as g.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. One checks that if ε n : C fin → {0, 1} is a sequence converging to ε (i.e., for each C ∈ C fin there exists n C such that (ε n ) C = ε C for all n ≥ n C ) then (f n ,g n ), defined via the recipe (20) with ε n replacing ε, converges (pointwise) to (f ,g), almost surely. In particular, (f n ,g n ) converges to (f ,g) in distribution. Thus it suffices to prove the lemma under the assumption that ε C = 0 for all but finitely many C; an assumption which we now impose. Fix a non-empty, finite Λ ⊂ Z d , large enough to satisfy that C ⊂ Λ whenever ε C = 1. By definition, (f ,g) Λ c = (f, g) Λ c . In addition, conditioned on (f, g) Λ c , the distribution of (f, g) Λ is uniform over all pairs of homomorphism height functions extending the boundary conditions, as (f, g) is sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs. It thus suffices to prove that this latter uniformity statement holds also for (f ,g). This now follows from the straightforward fact that, given ε and conditioned on (f, g) Λ c (which equals (f ,g) Λ c ), the definition (20) yields a bijection (in fact, an involution) between the homomorphism pairs (f, g) Λ and the homomorphism pairs (f ,g) Λ which extend the boundary conditions. Proof of Corollary 4.4. Lemma 4.3 stipulates that the distribution of (f ,g) (defined by (20) ) equals the distribution of (f, g), for any ε : C fin → {0, 1}. However, comparing the definitions (20) and (21) Remark 4.6. The corollary generalizes, for homomorphism height functions, the disagreement percolation criterion of van den Berg [43] who proved that the assumption (23) implies equality of the marginal distributions when the Gibbs measure from which (f, g) are sampled is a product measure (f is independent from g). Van den Berg-Maes [44] also discuss generalizations but we have not seen Corollary 4.5 explicitly in the literature. We note that it is important that (f, g) are sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs rather than just from a coupling of Gibbs measures with the same specification, as [23] gives an example of such a coupling of distinct Gibbs measures for which (23) holds. Proof. The equality µ 1 = µ 2 follows from Corollary 4.5. We are left to prove that µ = µ 1 = µ 2 is extremal. Otherwise µ = . Thereby the independent coupling of µ with itself would decompose as the average of the independent couplings of ν 1 with itself, ν 2 with itself, ν 1 with ν 2 and ν 2 with ν 1 . As (23) holds for each of these couplings it follows from Corollary 4.5 that ν 1 = ν 2 , a contradiction.
Uniqueness of infinite clusters (following Burton-Keane).
It is well known in percolation theory on Z d (and other amenable groups) that, almost surely, there is at most one infinite connected component of open sites. This fact was first proven by Aizenman-Kesten-Newman [1] , with a subsequent shorter proof provided by Burton-Keane [5] . We show here that the ideas of Burton and Keane admit extension to the random set {f > g} for suitable distributions of (f, g). Similar arguments are used in [41, Lemma 8.5.6].
Theorem 4.9. Let (f, g) be sampled from an L-translation-invariant Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs, for a full-rank sublattice L. Then P(the set {f > g} has two or more infinite connected components) = 0. 
and if g is a homomorphism height function such that f ∆ = g ∆ then pointwise f min,∆ ≤ g ≤ f max,∆ .
Lemma 4.11. Let f be sampled from an L-translation-invariant probability measure on homomorphism height functions. For all positive integers M there exists m such that
Proof. The following limit exists almost surely, for each v ∈ Z d , by the ergodic theorem
The limit is necessarily 0 as the Poincaré recurrence theorem implies that f (n v) = f (0) for infinitely many n, almost surely. These statements can be used to prove that, almost surely,
A detailed proof can be found in [6, Lemma 6.4 ]. Its idea is as follows: the previous statements on the limit (25) extend to
where · indicates rounding down each coordinate to the next integer. For v ∈ Z d this follows from the previous statements, and this case implies also the case that v has rational coordinates, making use of the homomorphism property (the fact that f changes by 1 between adjacent vertices). A density argument and another use of the homomorphism property then yields the full statement (27) . Now apply (27) for a finite ε-dense set in the sphere {v ∈ R d : v 1 = 1} and use the homomorphism property to conclude that, almost surely, sup |v|1=n |f (v)| n ≤ 2ε for all n larger than some random threshold. This implies (26) as ε is arbitary. By (26) , for all , δ > 0, there exists a positive integer M such that for all m > M ,
Proof of Theorem 4.9. By [18, Theorem 14.15], we have that the ergodic components of an L-translationinvariant Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs are Gibbs almost surely. Thus it is sufficient to prove the result for L-ergodic Gibbs measure.
Suppose that there are infinitely many infinite connected components of {f > g}. Choose M large enough such that P(at least three infinite connected components of f > g intersect Λ(M )) > .
Putting these together we have that P(at least three infinite connected components of f > g intersect Λ(M ),
Since (f, g) are sampled from a Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs it follows that
By Lemma 4.10, we have a contradiction. Now suppose that {f > g} has more than one (but finitely many) connected components. Choose M such that P(all the infinite connected components of {f > g} intersect Λ(M )) > 3 4
.
By the argument above we get that P({f > g} has a unique connected component) > 0.
But the number of connected components is constant almost surely. Hence there is a unique infinite connected component almost surely.
4.5.
No coexistence of primal and dual percolation with unique infinite cluster. In the classical theory of percolation, it was shown by Harris [25] that in bond percolation on Z 2 there is no infinite cluster at p = 1/2, almost surely. Indeed, if the infinite cluster had positive probability to appear, then it would appear almost surely, and by symmetry, also the dual percolation would have an infinite cluster almost surely. However, in a sense, planar geometry places too many constraints on how the two clusters should co-exist for this to be possible. This argument has been generalized considerably in order to weaken the required assumptions. The version required here is based on an idea of Zhang. Then the probability that there is simultaneous existence of an infinite connected component of 0's and an infinite connected component of 1's is zero.
Strictly speaking, [24, Theorem 14.3] is for measures satisfying assumption (1) with L = Z d , (2), (3) and an additional "finite energy" assumption which means roughly that every pattern appears with positive probability. However the proof given there carries forward to L-ergodic probability measures as well and the only place where the "finite energy" assumption is used is to prove assumption (4) above.
A further generalization which removes the symmetry assumption is proved in ([41, Theorem 9.3.1 and Corollary 9.4.6]) and also in [13, Theorem 1.5].
Ergodic Gibbs measures are extremal
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3 and its analogue for d = 2.
Suppose µ is an L-ergodic Gibbs measure for a full-rank sublattice L. We will first show that µ is extremal. Let f, g be independently sampled from two L-ergodic Gibbs measures µ 1 and µ 2 . Define the events E + := {the set {f > g} contains an infinite connected component}, E − := {the set {f < g} contains an infinite connected component}.
For µ 1 = µ 2 = µ we will show that
By Corollary 4.8 we get that µ is extremal. In the following lemma we show that E + and E − cannot occur simultaneously.
Lemma 5.1.
Proof. Define a new pair of functionsf ,g according to the recipe (12), (13) given in Lemma 4.2. The construction makes it clear that the occurrence of E + ∩ E − implies the occurrence of the event E = {the set {f <g} has two or more infinite connected components}
Thus it suffices to show that P(E) = 0. To this end, apply Lemma 4.2 to conclude that the distribution of (f ,g) is a Gibbs measure for the homomorphism pairs. In addition, the construction implies that this Gibbs measure retains the L-translation-invariance property of (f, g). Thus we may apply Theorem 4.9 (to the pair (g,f )) to conclude that P(E) = 0, as required.
Our use of the fact that µ is L-ergodic for a full-rank sublattice L is in the following property: there exists a sequence (p k ) k∈Z so that
Let us also define a function I(f, g) : 
Now define a pair of homomorphism height functions (f ,ḡ) via the recipe (21) applied with ε ≡ 0. Then
In addition, Corollary 4.4 shows thatf
(33) Assume now, in order to obtain a contradiction, that (by symmetry) P(E + ) = P(E − ) > 0. Lemma 5.1 then implies that P(E + \ E − ) > 0. Thus, combining (31) with (32) we conclude that f ≥ḡ and lim
in contradiction with (33) . We conclude that (28) holds proving that µ is extremal.
Corollary 5.2. Let µ 1 and µ 2 be L-ergodic Gibbs measures for a full-rank sublattice L. Either µ 1 stochastically dominates µ 2 or vice versa.
Proof. Let (f, g) be sampled from the independent product of µ 1 and µ 2 . By extremality of µ 1 and µ 2 we have that the probability of {f > g} having an infinite connected component is either 0 or 1. If it is 1 then by Lemma 5.1 we have that, almost surely, all components of {f < g} are finite. Thus the corollary follows from Corollary 4.5.
We are left to prove that if µ is an L-ergodic Gibbs measures then it is in fact Z Proof. Let S be one of the following maps on the space of probability measures on Z If (f, g) is a sample from a coupling of µ and S(µ) such that f ≥ g then S n (f ) ≥ S n (g) for all positive integers n. Since (S n (f ), S n (g)) is a sample from a coupling of S n (µ) and S n+1 (µ), it follows that S n (µ) strictly stochastically dominates S n+1 (µ). Thus for all positive integers n, µ strictly stochastically dominates S n (µ). Since there exists a positive integer n such that S n (µ) = µ this leads to a contradiction and completes the proof.
Uniqueness up to additive constant of ergodic Gibbs measures
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1. Fix the dimension d = 2 throughout the section. Let f, g be independent samples from Z 2 even -ergodic Gibbs measures µ, µ . Our goal is to show that there is an integer k 0 such that the distribution of f equals the distribution of g + 2k 0 .
Applying Theorem 1.3 we have that µ and µ are extremal Gibbs measures. A main consequence of extremality that we shall use is that both f and g have positive association (for the pointwise partial order), according to Lemma 4.1. Since (f, −g) have been sampled independently and the random fields of the form 1 f >g+2k are increasing functions of (f, −g), they have positive association as well.
For each integer k, define the events E + k := {the set {f ≥ g + 2k} contains an infinite connected component}, E − k := {the set {f < g + 2k} contains an infinite connected component}. As another consequence of extremality, we note that the (joint) distribution of (f, g) is an extremal Z 2 eventranslation-invariant Gibbs measure for homomorphism pairs. Thus, for each integer k,
The following statement is the main claim that we use to prove Theorem 3.1.
By Theorem 4.9, {f ≥ g + 2k} and {f < g + 2k} each have a unique infinite connected component. In addition, we have by Corollary 5.3 and the discussion above that
(1) 1 f ≥g+2k has positive association.
(2) 1 f ≥g+2k is invariant under interchange of coordinates and reflection in coordinate hyperplanes. This contradicts Theorem 4.12.
We continue to study the events E + k and E − k . It is clear that
Combining the relations (34) and (35) with Lemma 6.1, and exchanging the roles of f and g if necessary, we see that one of the following cases must occur:
(1) There exists an integer k 0 such that P(E + k0+1 ) = 0 and
Note, however, that if P(E − k ) = 0 for some k then the distribution of f stochastically dominates the distribution of g + 2k by Corollary 4.5. Thus the second case implies that f dominates g + 2k for all integer k. This cannot occur. Suppose then that the first case occurs for some integer k 0 . Applying Corollary 4.5 again shows that the distribution of f equals the distribution of g + 2k 0 , completing the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Log-concavity and some consequences
We further derive the log-concavity of the distribution of the height at a vertex. Proposition 7.1. Let Λ ⊂ Z d be finite and τ : ∂ • Λ → Z be a homomorphism height function. Let f be sampled from µ Λ,τ . Then for any v ∈ Λ, the distribution of f (v) is log-concave in the sense that
Consequently, if f is sampled from an extremal Gibbs measure then (36) remains true at any v ∈ Z d and, in particular, f (v) has finite moments of all orders.
Log-concavity is known more generally for nearest-neighbor convex potentials from [ Proof. Let n ∈ 2Z and m ∈ {2, 4, . . .}. We want to prove that
For this, it is sufficient to build an injection from Proof. Let f, g be sampled independently from their respective distributions. By Corollary 5.2, it is sufficient to prove that if f strictly stochastically dominates g then the mean of f (0) is strictly greater than the mean of g(0). Consider (f , g) as in Corollary 4.4 with ε ≡ 0. Then f has the same distribution as f , g has the same distribution as g and by Corollary 4.5 we have that f ≥ g pointwise and that {f > g} has an infinite connected component. In particular it follows that there exists v ∈ Z d even such that f (v) strictly stochastically dominates g(v). Since the measures are Z d even -translation invariant it follows that f (0) strictly stochastically dominates g(0). By the log concavity of the marginals (Proposition 7.1) it follows that the mean of f (0) exists and is greater than the mean of g(0).
Lastly, we deduce that various notions of delocalization are equivalent in our case. Proof. Since the random variable f L (0) is symmetric and log-concave, P(f L (0) = 2n) is non-increasing as a function of integer n ≥ 0. Thus (1) implies (3). It is obvious that (3) implies (2) and (4). Let us see why each of (2) and (4) imply (1) . Let θ L = P(f L (0) = 0). If 2m L = min n ∈ {2, 4, . .
2 k for all positive integers k by the definitions of θ L , m L and the log-concavity of the distribution of f L (0). From here it is easy to see that both (2) and (4) individually imply that sup L m L = ∞ whence inf L θ L = 0. This completes the proof.
Discussion and Open questions
(1) In Theorem 1.2 we prove that two-dimensional homomorphism height functions do not admit Z 2 eventranslation-invariant Gibbs measures. It is however easy to construct Gibbs measures which are not translation-invariant, e.g., the "frozen" measure that assigns unit mass to f (x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 + x 2 . A probability measure on homomorphism height functions is called almost frozen if its sample f satisfies
for some fixed unit vector e and all u ∈ Z 2 . There are uncountably many extremal Gibbs measures which are almost frozen. The following question naturally arises: Are all extremal Gibbs measures on two-dimensional homomorphism height functions almost frozen? (2) Let d ≥ 3. Let f be sampled from a Z (4) As described in the introduction, the model of uniformly sampled homomorphism height functions on Z 2 is the c = 1 case of the F-model, which is a one-parameter sub-family of the 6-vertex model indexed by the parameter c > 0. In the F-model one weighs a homomorphism height function f by c −N (f ) where N (f ) is the number of diagonally-adjacent vertex pairs on which f is unequal. It is conjectured that the F-model is delocalized if and only if c ≤ 2 (as a subset of the disordered regime of the 6-vertex model). Presently, this conjecture has been verified only when c = 1, in this work, and when c ≥ 2 by a coupling with the random-cluster model [10, 21] . It is of interest to verify the conjecture for additional values of c.
